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Introduction 

As modern history shows, times of mass epidemic are catastrophic incidents that bring out the best                

and worst in humanity. From the Bubonic Plague, Measles, Ebola, and most recently, Zika, epidemics are                

global issues that affect numerous people across the entire spectrum. According to the Oxford Dictionary,               

an epidemic is, “a widespread occurrence of an infectious disease in a community at a particular time.”                 

The Zika virus is a mosquito-transmitted virus that mainly affects the neurological aspect of the human                

body. Expected mothers who contract Zika, typically have children with abnormally small heads and              

brain damage, while in adults, it triggers certain neurological disorders. The number of countries affected               

by Zika since 2007 is approximately 70, and –since the virus is asymptomatic– it is extremely difficult to                  

track down the precise number of cases ever since its mass outbreak. In addition, Brazilian doctors                

confirm that Zika is not just a, “cousin of dengue,” due to the fact that the symptoms from Zika were                    

reported to be much more severe than to those of dengue. Death by Zika is rare, and only about one in                     

five people affected with the virus ever deal with symptoms. While there is currently no vaccine                

available, certain countries have made sizable progress to coming up with a solution to end this epidemic. 

Some of the fundamental problems with epidemics are funding and research; and Zika is certainly               

no exception. Thankfully, many economically-developed countries such as Brazil, the United States, and             

more, have taken initiative to fund for Zika research. Back in September of 2016, the United States                 

Congress passed a bill to provide an approximate $1.1 billion in Zika researchers, as the first case of                  

Zika-related death in the country occurred in Utah only a few months prior. Furthermore,              

non-governmental organizations (NGOs), such as the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),             

have also donated millions of dollars into research for as to how the virus is transmitted, and a possible                   
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cure for the future.  

Due to the fact that the World Health Organization is the only agency to have the reach and impact                   

in matters of international health, it has set up a plan, alongside the Pan American Health Organization, to                  

target the prevention and management for Zika related complications. Approximately $112.5 millions are             

necessary in order to achieve this plan, and currently the fund is almost at about $30 millions. Most of the                    

funds have been currently used for the research of the virus itself, and education in as to how to prevent                    

contracting the virus. 

First off, the plan talks about research for the Zika virus. On January 31, 2017, the WHO sent out                   

a public message talking about research proposals being developed, which are to be released in seven                

Latin American countries. According to the article itself, “they range from identifying transmission risk              

factors to evaluating diagnostic tools, and examining the use of prenatal counselling and contraceptives.”  

Most of the research present is related to the symptoms and prevention of Zika. As previously                

mentioned, the difficult characteristic about Zika is that it hardly shows severe symptoms, but when it                

does, most can lead to permanent damage and potential death. Some of the severe symptoms found,                

include microcephaly, brain damage, triggering of brain disorders, and temporary paralysis. Furthermore,            

there is currently no vaccine to cure the Zika virus, but treatments are available for some of the less severe                    

symptoms such as rash, vomiting, and fever. Currently, the vaccine is in beginning to middle stages of                 

trials, and has already moved towards human volunteer testing. In terms of education, Vector Disease               

Control International (VDCI), alongside many other organizations, began the sponsoring and release of             

ads regarding Zika safety, what the transmitters look like, areas with high Zika density, and finally,                

measures to take in case you are in an area with a high Zika density.  

 

Definition of Key Terms 

Aedes Mosquito 

The main transmitter of multiple viruses, such as malaria, dengue, and Zika. The Aedes mosquito               

tends to prefer warmer, tropical climates, as can be seen by the locations with highest density of Zika                  

reports. Furthermore, they tend to prefer lower altitudes, as the lack of oxygen makes it difficult for the                  

mosquito to breed. 
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Microcephaly 

Microcephaly is the rare condition that tends to occur to babies who contract Zika from their                

mothers during their pregnancy. The most known symptom of microcephaly is the reduction of brain               

matter and capability, alongside the decreased size of the head itself. 

Guillain-Barré Syndrome 

In addition to many other neurological diseases, Guillain-Barré Syndrome is one of the most              

common that has a direct correlation to Zika. As this was only proven in 2016, the reasons as to why Zika                     

and Guillain-Barré Syndrome connect are still unknown, but what it is known is that the syndrome can                 

cause temporary, or in extreme cases, permanent paralysis to the human body. 

Quarantine 

According to Merriam-Webster dictionary, quarantine refers to the isolation between an infected            

versus a populus in order to prevent spreading of a certain disease. Quarantine is a fairly preferable                 

method in the case of mass epidemics as it gives researchers the opportunity to test and find out about the                    

disease in question. 

Epidemic 

A mass outbreak of an infectious disease over a population. 

Fahr Disease 

A rare neurological condition caused by the appearance of apparent and unusual levels of calcium               

within the body. Some symptoms of Fahr Disease include dementia, psychosis, and mood swings, and               

similar to Guillain-Barré Syndrome, later stages of the condition can lead to paralysis. 

Wolbachia Bacteria 

Wolbachia is a type of bacteria that acts as a microbe, or a bacterium inside parasites. This                 

microbe in particular, primarily lives inside insects, and it allows the spread of infectious disease.               

Recently, scientists have discovered that the Wolbachia Bacteria is not necessarily harmful to humans,              

and can be a means to control the spread of various infectious diseases, such as Zika.  
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General Overview 

Transmission  

The Zika virus is mainly transported through the bite of the Aedes mosquito, which can be found                 

in multiple tropical locations with relatively low altitudes, such as Brazil, and multiple cities in Colombia                

such as Cartagena and Turbaco. Another, less possible, means of transmission is through blood              

transfusions. Although cases have been reported, the amount of confirmed Zika cases due to              

mismanagement of blood transplants is significantly less than that of the Aedes mosquito. Furthermore,              

another method of contracting the virus, is if a pregnant woman were to contract Zika; then the virus can                   

spread to the fetus, infecting the infant and leading to a multitude of neurological symptoms upon birth.  

The most alarming of these symptoms is microcephaly, a condition in which the baby’s head size                

and brain matter is substantially smaller than the average. Microcephaly can greatly impact the child’s               

memory and learning capability, and in addition, also causes lifelong problems pertaining to motor              

functions. Other approaches in which one can contract Zika, include the act of sexual intercourse. As                

many other Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD’s), it is highly advisable to wear protection to engage in                

intercourse in areas with high Zika density. As there is no current vaccine for Zika, it is recommended to                   

be cautious and aware of potential mosquitos in the area in locations with high rates of the virus. 

Effects on populus 

Since 2015, there have been an approximately 600,000 cases of Zika worldwide. Although about              

only 20 deaths total, the neurological repercussions caused to infants, and the possibility of paralysis in                

adults is still a highly alarming issue that is yet to have a definite solution in order to address it. The Zika                      

virus is not known to cause the death of its host, though many of the extreme symptoms can lead to                    

permanent brain damage and motor functionalities such as pain in the bones and joints, involuntary               

muscle contractions, and extreme fatigue. 

Furthermore, the struggle large world powers tend to have in regards to coming with a clear and                 

concise solution to epidemics, is one that this scenarios have been viewed multiple times throughout               

history; and Zika is no exception. Therefore, multiple branches of the United Nations have collaborated               

with major companies to not only raise awareness, but find methods in order to fight this epidemic. By far                   

one of the most popular, was UNICEF partnering with Google in creating a smartphone app that uses                 

variables such as temperature, population density, and key term searches, to highlight areas with a               
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potential risk of an outbreak. It is projects like these, and many others, that have helped combat this                  

pandemic.  

Effects on pregnant women 

As previously mentioned, one of the most vulnerable victims of the Zika virus are embryos who                

are in the womb of mothers with Zika. It is estimated that only in the first trimester, there is an                    

approximate 13% chance that the baby will be born with microcephaly or other brain defects. Prior to                 

Zika, microcephaly was a very rare condition, occurring in about 0.8% of all births in the United States,                  

but that risk has exponentially increased ever since 2015, and the outbreak of Zika in Brazil. Sadly,                 

research for the connection between microcephaly and Zika is still undergoing, and therefore, completely              

accurate results as to how and why it happens is still in the works. The information that has been found is                     

that the Zika virus itself, manages to kill stem cells that are growing in the early stages of pregnancy,                   

consequently affecting the capacity and size of the brain as the fetus growth in the weeks after conception.                  

In 2016 alone, Brazilian officials recorded over 1,400 cases of babies born with microcephaly due to                

Zika. Furthermore, ultrasounds revealed even more defects with the children, such as vision problems and               

Fahr Disease, which have also been linked to the virus. 

Effects on lower income families 

Ribeirão Preto, a city in Brazil that enjoyed great economic prosperity in the 1980s due to the                 

production of ethanol and sugar, is one of the cities researchers use to differentiate how Zika has affected                  

both the rich and the poor. The main reason as to why, is because the top 1% of Ribeirão Preto’s                    

residents own about a quarter of all income. As can be seen through many different trends in the city, the                    

main victims of Zika have been members of lower income families, who do not have the access to proper                   

medical care to treat their symptoms or have regular check ups for their unborn children who might have                  

contracted the virus and its consequences as well. Furthermore, the introduction of contraceptives in              

multiple lower-income families would drastically decrease the spread of Zika, as transmission through             

sexual activity is a very common means of spread in areas where condoms are not easily accessible or                  

affordable. 

Another reason as to why the Aedes mosquito is more prevalent in poor communities is because of                 

the lack of screened windows, which help keep out insects such as mosquitoes. According to a report                 

from the Wall Street Journal, “On the minimum wage of $220 a month, even mosquito repellent is a                  
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luxury for such residents.” What this demonstrates, is how basic necessities in areas with high risk of Zika                  

are too expensive for their residents, and in theory, reasons as to why the numbers of confirmed cases                  

skews to poorer communities. The problems does not end there, but problems with plumbing in these                

areas create areas with dirty water, which is a hot spot for the Aedes mosquito to lay its eggs. In addition,                     

trash dumps and areas with lack of cleaning are other hubs for mating.  

Just to the south of many of these communities, live families who thrive in luxury. At the Hospital                  

São Lucas, rates of confirmed Zika cases are not only much lower, but also, there have been no cases of                    

pregnant women with Zika. One of the primary reasons as to why this happens is that the hospital only                   

services those with access to private health care, meaning these people have the required resources and                

medical care to treat such virus. In a public hospital, Quintino Facci II, only a few miles away from São                    

Lucas, there was an overflow of patients receiving intravenous saline with black, moldy stains. These two                

drastically different examples show the antithesis created by access to proper healthcare. Furthermore,             

assuring the fact that, if only treated properly, rates of Zika in poorer communities would be substantially                 

less, and potentially, saving infants from a life of struggle. Although this example is of one Brazilian city,                  

the underlying truth remains universal; weak international collaboration in fighting diseases such as Zika              

will mostly affect more impoverished regions, and lead to an increase in the gap between distinct                

economic classes.  

Controversy 

Starting late last year, the Brazilian health ministry came under scrutiny due to an initiative based                

on genetically modified mosquitoes to kill and breed out the Aedes mosquito. In theory, this would                

effectively decrease the Zika rates drastically. In the United States, a private research company called               

Oxitec, was given permission to begin experimentation on such mosquito, and introduce a genetically              

modified species of the insect into the population. Oxitec has been planning the experimentation of this                

mosquito, seeing as Florida Keys has a sizable population of Aedes mosquitoes infected with Zika. This                

makes the Florida Keys an ideal ground for testing. Residents in the area have vetoed this action, seeing                  

as they fear the ecological repercussions from releasing a genetically modified species to eliminate              

another one. Furthermore, this could act as a deterrent for tourism within the area, hurting the economy of                  

Florida and that of the small businesses in the sector.  
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Major Parties Involved and Their Views 

United States 

Currently, the United States of America is one of the leading researchers in Zika, and one of the                  

biggest contributors to the development of the virus’ vaccine. With about 119 and 495 symptomatic Zika                

cases in mainland and territories respectively only this year, the United States is one of the countries most                  

affected by Zika. The United States Healthcare branch of government has taken extensive precautions in               

releasing public service announcements in areas with large Zika density, such as Texas, Florida and New                

York. Furthermore, about one in ten mothers who have been infected with the Zika virus in the US has                   

had a child with microcephaly.  

Brazil 

Being the country where Zika spread across the Americas back in 2015, Brazil has seen significant 

damage done to its native and pregnant population in these short two years of mass epidemia. Brazil is the 

world’s largest outbreak of the Zika virus, reporting more than 2000 babies with microcephaly. 

Thankfully, the Brazilian government has released a massive mosquito eradication protocol, with the goal 

of decreasing the Zika margin by a substantial amount. This strategy has currently worked wonders for 

the country, as Zika virus rates are continuously and gradually decreasing. 

Colombia 

After Brazil, Colombia is the second largest outbreak of the Zika virus. Fortunately, most of 

Colombia’s population lives in high altitudes, which provide a hostile environment for the breeding of the 

carrying species. Compared to Brazil, Colombia only saw about 82 cases of babies with microcephaly. 

Sadly, the Zika infected babies who did not show signs of microcephaly have started demonstrating lower 

brain volume and head growth in relation to the body. 

Venezuela 

Venezuela is rapidly growing as one of the countries with the most reported cases of Zika. 

According to the Observatorio Venezolano de la Salud (OVS), there are an approximate 60,000 cases of 

Zika within the country’s borders. The Venezuelan government has also stopped making weekly data 
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publications available to the population. Doctors and other medical professionals in Venezuela have 

blamed the high amount of Zika cases to poor management and quality of healthcare available to the 

public within the country. 

The Philippines  

As of February of this year, the Philippines has suffered more than 57 cases of Zika, with 

increased rates reported to occur throughout the year. Furthermore, the Philippines government has 

announced for pregnant women to avoid travel at all costs until pregnancy.  

 

Timeline of Events 

Date Description of event 

Occurrences according to the World Health Organization’s official webpage. 

 

1952 The first reported cases of Zika occur in Uganda         

and Tanzania 

2007 For the first time in history, the Zika virus moves          

towards Asia, where it causes the first outbreak in         

the island of Yap, Micronesia. Before, only an        

approximate 14 cases of Zika were reported, but in         

this outbreak, around 185 cases occurred. In the        

course of three years, about 73% of Yap’s 11,250         

population experienced some form of Zika,      

thankfully though, no deaths transpired within this       

time.  

2008 A scientist named Brian Foy from the United        

States working in Senegal contracts the Zika virus.        

Upon returning home, his wife also contracts the        
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disease, as this is the first confirmed case of Zika          

being spread through sexual intercourse.  

2013-2014 The Zika virus moves from Micronesia to other        

Pacific islands, such as French Polynesia, New       

Caledonia, Easter Island, amongst others. This      

outbreak was larger than any outbreak prior, as        

French Polynesia alone suffered thousands of      

cases of Zika in just one year. 

December, 2013 A patient in Tahiti Island, French Polynesia who        

contracted Zika donates his sperm to scientists,       

where they were able to confirm that Zika can be          

transmitted through sexual intercourse.  

March 2, 2015 About 7,000 cases of skin rash in Brazil were         

reported to the World Health Organization. These       

cases eventually were confirmed to be Zika, the        

first for the country, and the beginning of the         

largest Zika outbreak in history. 

April 29, 2015 The Bahia State Laboratory, Brazil, cases of       

patients testing positive for Zika are reported to        

the WHO. 

May 7, 2015 The Brazilian National Reference Laboratory     

confirms, and declares that Zika is now present        

within the country. This marks the first ever public         

confirmation of Zika within the Americas. 

July 17, 2017 Neurological disorders begin to increase at a       

substantial rate, where about 49 cases were       
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confirmed to be Guillain-Barré syndrome. 

October 8, 2015 Colombian officials publically release statements     

regarding increase in Zika-like symptoms in      

various areas of the country. Though not proven it         

was Zika, about 90 cases showed heavy similarity        

those confirmed cases in Brazil. 

October 30, 2015- November 11, 2015 A sudden spike of babies with the rare        

neurological disease known as microcephaly are      

reported. In total, these cases accumulated to       

about 54 since August of that year. Later that year,          

another 141 cases of microcephaly are reported in        

Brazil, this time though, in the states of        

Pernambuco, Paraiba, and Rio Grande do Norte. 

November 12, 2015 First cases showing resemblance to Zika occur in        

the country of Panama. 

November 17, 2015 The PAHO and WHO declare an international       

alert in regards to the unusually high number of         

cases of microcephaly in the recent months.       

Furthermore, 399 more cases of microcephaly      

were reported in Brazil. 

November 28, 2015 Brazilian doctors were able to retrieve a sample of         

blood and tissue containing strands of Zika in a         

baby with microcephaly who died shortly after its        

birth.  

December 30, 2015 2,975 cases of microcephaly were confirmed in       
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Brazil. 

December 31, 2015 The United States encounters its first case of        

locally acquired Zika in Puerto Rico. 

January 19, 2016 Increased rates of Guillain-Barré syndrome were      

reported in the country of El Salvador. In total,         

approximately 46 cases were confirmed, while 2       

deaths were also confirmed. 

January 21, 2016 3893 cases of microcephaly were reported within       

the country of Brazil, with about 49 deaths. 

January 22, 2016 Brazil publicly announces that since January and       

November of 2015, about 1708 cases of       

Guillain-Barré syndrome were confirmed in the      

country. 

January 25, 2016 The first cases of Guillain-Barré syndrome were       

reported in France. Furthermore, one patient was       

confirmed to have contracted the Zika virus. This        

marks one of Europe’s first ever encounters with        

Zika. 

 

February 1, 2016 The World Health Organization officially declares      

the link between Zika and microcephaly. 

February 4, 2016 Health officials in Brazil confirm that Zika can be         

transmitted through the method of blood      

transfusion. 
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UN involvement, Relevant Resolutions, Treaties and Events 

On June 17, 2016, the United Nations officially launched the Zika Strategic Response Plan. This               

plan, fabricated by the UN, focuses on the management and organization of resources to combat Zika, and                 

plans to function between June of 2016, until December of 2017. Ever since 2015, the spread of Zika                  

across the world has been massive, therefore, this plan would tackle the issue many low income countries                 

affected have: mismanagement of resources and funds. Furthermore, the World Health Organization            

director, Margaret Chan, has confirmed to the public that France, United States, Austria, India, and Brazil                

are leading on 14 out of the 23 projects to conclude a fully successful Zika vaccine. Already, some of                   

these projects are in clinical trials, but are still a long way from being released into the world population.  

In addition, the United Nations has also enacted its Emergency Operations in order to create an                

international response to address the Zika outbreak. According to Margaret Chan, “...Strategic Response             

and Joint Operations Plan aims to provide support to affected countries, build capacity to prevent further                

outbreaks and control them when they do occur, and to facilitate research that will help us better                 

understand this virus and its effects.”  

As can be seen, the WHO is undergoing protocols to address both short-term and long-term               

solutions to Zika and future epidemics. Early last year, the WHO also released an official document                

describing proper protocol and statistics based on the Zika epidemic. This document is known as the                

“Strategic Response Framework and Joint Operations Plan,” which highlights not only the basics to Zika,               

but also gives a clear breakdown and description for various initiatives taken by the WHO in                

collaboration with other NGOs to combat it.  

 

 

Evaluation of Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue 

Previously, scientists who research the Zika virus discussed five different tools to control the              

spread of the Aedes mosquito. Experts have decided to focus on two tools in particular: microbial control                 

and genetic manipulation. Microbial control and manipulating the genetic structure would simply be using              

the Wolbachia Bacteria to kill off a substantial amount of the Aedes mosquito population, and so reduce                 

the spread of Zika to an absolute minimum. Since the mosquito is the most prevailing method for the                  
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spread of the virus, reducing the population would particularly help lower-income areas, as other methods               

of spread are not as common. This has created controversy, as the extinction of a species can have                  

massive effects of the ecological structure and the food chain of the ecosystem. While Brazil has already                 

placed a system like this, and has had a certain degree of success, many other countries find this option to                    

be on the extreme, as it can prove more harmful to the environment than good. 

In addition, the International Atomic Agency has made certain strides to tackle the Zika problem               

through a different perspective. In collaboration with the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United               

Nations, scientists have concluded that the usage of ionizing radiation to induce infertility in the male                

mosquitoes, makes it nearly impossible for the species to reproduce. Historically, this method has worked               

to prevent pests from destroying crops. While it has been proven effective, there is still the concern that                  

ionizing radiation is extremely harmful to surrounding species. Furthermore, if humans were to come into               

contact with this form of radiation, it can increase the chances of contracting cancer, as the radiation itself                  

would cause harmful manipulations to the genetic code of the person.  

 

Possible Solutions 

The essence of this issue is not only to prevent the spread of Zika, but also preventing the spread                   

of future epidemics. As such, it is a difficult task to construct a plan that will adhere to everybody’s needs.                    

Therefore, countries must take the initiative in doing what is best for the people, rather than searching for                  

profit.  

As many countries have already done, funding for the research and education of Zika, and other                

epidemics, is a crucial step to bring global awareness and interest. By educating those in proximity to                 

areas known for the transmission of Zika, one has the knowledge of doing what is right and what is                   

wrong. Furthermore, this education can also be passed onto medical experts, in order to be able to treat                  

the several symptoms and side effects that come with the virus. In terms of research, finding how the                  

disease began, and how it spreads is typically the most important piece of information scientists can have                 

in order to find a cure for Zika. As previously mentioned, the development of a Zika vaccine has reached                   

clinical trial, but it is still a long time before it can be introduced into the public. Therefore, research for                    

alternative methods to combat Zika, such as the prevention of mosquito bites and usage of protection                

during sexual intercourse, can, and has, dramatically decreased the rate at which the virus is spread. 

The hardest aspect to finding a universal solution to an epidemic is what to do at the moment, and                   
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what to do for the future. Currently, treatments for Zika related symptoms, such as excessive coughing,                

fever, and vomiting, can easily be addressed through proper care and medication, and for the most part,                 

openly available to the public. In addition, the removal of popular breeding areas for mosquitoes, such as                 

puddles of dirty water, has been proven to decrease the reproduction of the species itself. Apart from the                  

Aedes mosquito, Zika can also be transferred through means of sexual intercourse and blood transfusion.               

Areas that are prone to transmission via intercourse are, for the most part, lower income communities that                 

don’t have access to contraceptives, such as condoms, nor proper sexual education. A possible solution               

for this would be to implement required sexual education courses, provided by the respective country’s               

Minister of Education, that cover the concept of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) in order to teach the                 

younger people the dangers of these diseases and ways to prevent them. In regards to blood transfusions,                 

many hospitals already have secured protocols and methods to handle the procedure. The problem arises               

due to multiple variables, whether the hospital is understaffed and don’t have the time to sort blood                 

samples in an effective way, lack of funding to afford equipment for safe transfusions, or a mistake was                  

just made by a staff member. Apart from human error, a possible solution would be to raise awareness                  

through various funding campaigns to address the problem of underfunded hospitals. By investing money              

into needles, more staff members, and blood vials, the chance that an error would dramatically increase,                

therefore, the rate of Zika and other infectious diseases that can be spread through blood transfusions. 

When searching for a sustainable long-term solution, various have been implemented, although            

riddled with controversy. In 2016, Brazil released a form of genetically modified mosquitoes to reduce               

the overall population of the Aedes species. Although successful in its goal, many environmental              

organizations heavily criticized Brazil’s government for doing this, as the ecological repercussions for             

tampering with the natural order and equilibrium can affect other species that may have symbiotic               

relationships with the Aedes mosquito. Furthermore, as previously mentioned, the International Atomic            

Agency has used ionizing radiation as a mean to reduce the mosquito's ability to breed. This method has                  

been highly controversial, as ionizing radiation can cause cancer, and harm the mating cycles of other                

species that get caught within said radiation.  
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Appendix or Appendices 

The United Nation’s response towards Zika, with links detailing the specifics of several symptoms: 

https://academicimpact.un.org/content/human-rights-dimensions-zika 

The Vector Disease Control’s complete definition of Zika, outlining treatments, transmission, and            

symptoms, along with a complete world view of where Zika has spread: 

http://www.vdci.net/vector-borne-diseases/zika-virus-education-and-mosquito-management-to-protect-pu

blic-health 

The strategy proposed by the United Nations to manage medical supplies: 

www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=54259#.WYkeuNPyuRt. 

General information and statistics of microcephaly: 

www.washingtonpost.com/news/to-your-health/wp/2016/05/25/for-zika-infected-pregnancies-microcepha

ly-risk-may-be-as-high-as-13-percent/?utm_term=.f5642cc6be30. 

Resolutions regarding Zika and other epidemics (found at the bottom of the page): 

mptf.undp.org/factsheet/fund/ZKA00. 

The complete response made by the World Health Organization regarding the spread of Zika: 

http://www.who.int/emergencies/zika-virus/strategic-response-framework.pdf 
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